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MAPPINGS OF FINITE DISTORTION

BETWEEN METRIC MEASURE SPACES

CHANG-YU GUO

Abstract. We establish the basic analytic properties of mappings of finite
distortion between proper Ahlfors regular metric measure spaces that support
a (1, 1)-Poincaré inequality. As applications, we prove that under certain inte-
grability assumption for the distortion function, the branch set of a mapping of
finite distortion between generalized n-manifolds of type A has zero Hausdorff
n-measure.

1. Introduction

Let Ω ⊂ R
n be a domain. A mapping f : Ω → R

n is said to be a mapping
of finite distortion if f ∈ W 1,1

loc (Ω,R
n), Jf ∈ L1

loc(Ω) and if there is a measurable
function K : Ω → [1,∞] such that

|Df(x)|n ≤ K(x)Jf (x) a.e. in Ω,

where |Df(x)| and Jf (x) are the operator norm and the Jacobian determinant
of the matrix Df(x), respectively. Associated with such a mapping the (outer)
distortion K(·, f) is defined as

K(x, f) =
|Df(x)|n
Jf (x)

, if Jf (x) > 0,

and K(x, f) = 1 otherwise. When K(·, f) is (essentially) bounded, we recover the
well-known class of quasiregular mappings or mappings with bounded distortion.
The study of quasiregular mappings was initiated with Reshetnyak [33], and the
basic theory was comprehensively laid and significantly advanced in a sequence
of papers from the Finnish school of Martio, Rickman and Väisälä in the late
1960s [29–31, 34]. The study of mappings of finite distortion was (partially) moti-
vated by nonlinear elasticity theory of Antman, Ball and Ciarlet [21] and the whole
theory is well developed now; see [18, 20–23,27].

In recent years, there has been growing interest to study geometric function
theory beyond the Euclidean spaces, especially in the setting of nonsmooth metric
measure spaces; see [10, 12, 14, 16, 25, 32, 42–44]. The purpose of this paper is to
study mappings of finite distortion between nonsmooth metric measure spaces.

It was perhaps Heinonen and Koskela [12] who first systematically developed
the basic theory of quasiconformal maps, that is, quasiregular homeomorphisms,
between general metric spaces with controlled geometry. This theory also initiated
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a new way of looking at weakly differentiable maps between nonsmooth spaces. It
was somehow surprising that such a rich theory exists merely assuming that the
underlying measure is doubling and an abstract Poincaré inequality holds. Later,
Cheeger systematically investigated the structure of doubling metric measure spaces
with the abstract Poincaré inequality in [4] and proved that actually a strong mea-
surable differentiable structure exists for such spaces. In [14], the Sobolev class of
Banach space valued mappings was studied and several characterizations of qua-
siconformal mappings between Ahlfors regular Loewner spaces were established.
Following the general Sobolev space theory [14, 15], Marshall Williams recently
studied the equivalence of different definitions for quasiregular mappings between
metric measure spaces of locally bounded geometry; see [44].

Of particular interest for us is the theory of a subclass of quasiregular maps,
called mappings of bounded length distortion (BLD), between non-smooth spaces,
developed by Heinonen and Rickman [16]. The motivation there was to use BLD-
maps to study problems in geometric topology. Heinonen and Sullivan [17] applied
the theory to study a widely open problem: characterize metric spaces that are
locally bi-Lipschitz homeomorphic to some Euclidean spaces Rn. The non-smooth
setting, in both studies, is the so-called generalized manifolds of type A; see Sec-
tion 5 and Section 6 below for precise definitions. Several interesting questions
arose from [16], for example, it was implicitly asked whether a general theory of
quasiregular maps between generalized manifolds of type A exists. Very recently,
Onninen and Rajala [32] partially solved the problem. To be more precise, they
developed a basic theory of quasiregular maps from Euclidean domains to general-
ized manifolds with restricted topology and locally controlled geometry (which are
more general than generalized manifolds of type A). More recently, Kirsilä [25] has
established the basic properties of mappings of finite distortion from generalized
manifolds with controlled geometry to Euclidean spaces.

These are the motivations of the current paper and the paper is then naturally
divided into two parts. In the first part, we develop analytic properties of map-
pings of finite distortion between proper Ahlfors n-regular metric measure spaces
that support a (1, 1)-Poincaré inequality. In fact, most results hold under weaker
assumption, i.e. the space supports a (1, n)-Poincaré inequality. We mainly in-
vestigate the following properties of mappings of finite distortion (possibly with
some assumptions for the distortion function): Condition N , area formula, condi-
tion N−1, Cheeger’s differentiability, and H n-a.e. positiveness of the Jacobian.
In the second part, we consider mappings of finite distortion between generalized
manifolds of type A. We have shown that under suitable integrability condition for
the distortion function, the branch set of a mapping of finite distortion f between
generalized manifolds of type A has zero Hausdorff n-measure.

We have benefited much from the paper [16] considering the BLD mappings
between generalized manifold of type A, and from the forthcoming monograph [15]
considering the general Newtonian-Sobolev space theory on metric measure spaces.

2. Sobolev spaces and Poincaré inequalities on metric measure spaces

In this section, we will briefly introduce the Sobolev spaces on metric measure
spaces based on an upper gradient approach. For a detailed description of this
approach, see the monograph [15].
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2.1. Metric measure spaces.

Definition 2.1. A metric measure space is defined to be a triple (X, d, μ), where
(X, d) is a separable metric space and μ is a nontrivial locally finite Borel regular
measure on X.

Definition 2.2. A Borel regular measure μ on a metric space (X, d) is called a
doubling measure if every ball in X has positive and finite measure and there exists
a constant Cμ ≥ 1 such that

(2.1) μ(B(x, 2r)) ≤ Cμμ(B(x, r))

for each x ∈ X and r > 0. We call the triple (X, d, μ) a doubling metric measure
space if μ is a doubling measure on X. We call (X, d, μ) an Ahlfors n-regular space,
1 ≤ n < ∞, if there exists a constant C ≥ 1 such that

(2.2) C−1rn ≤ μ(B(x, r)) ≤ Crn

for all balls B(x, r) ⊂ X of radius r < diamX.

It is well known that if (X, d, μ) is an Ahlfors n-regular space, then

(2.3) μ(E) ≈ H n(E)

for all Borel sets E in X; see [9, Chapter 8]. In this regard, it will be convenient to
use the Hausdorff n-measure for an Ahlfors n-regular metric spaces.

2.2. Modulus of a curve family. Let (X, d) be a metric space. A curve in X is
a continuous map γ : I → X, where I ⊂ R is an interval. We call γ compact, open,
or half-open, depending on the type of the interval I.

Given a compact curve γ : [a, b] → X, its length is the supremum of the sums

(2.4)

k∑
i=1

d(γ(ti), γ(ti−1)),

where the numbers ti run over all finite sequences of points of the form

a = t0 < t1 < · · · < tk = b.

If γ is not compact, its length is defined to be the supremum of the lengths of
the compact subcurves of γ. Thus, every curve has a well-defined length in the
extended nonnegative reals, and we denote it by length(γ) or simply l(γ).

A curve is said to be rectifiable if its length l(γ) is finite, and locally rectifiable
if each of its compact subcurves is rectifiable. For any rectifiable curve γ there are
its associated length function sγ : I → [0, l(γ)] and a unique 1-Lipschitz map γs :
[0, l(γ)] → X such that γ = γs ◦ sγ . The curve γs is the arc length parametrization
of γ.

When γ is rectifiable, and parametrized by arclength on the interval [a, b], the
integral of a Borel function ρ : X → [0,∞] along γ is∫

γ

ρ ds =

∫ l(γ)

0

ρ(γs(t)) dt.

Similarly, the line integral of a Borel function ρ : X → [0,∞] over a locally recti-
fiable curve γ is defined to be the supremum of the integral of ρ over all compact
subcurves of γ.
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Let X = (X, d, μ) be a metric measure space as defined in (2.1). Let Γ be a
family of curves in X. A Borel function ρ : X → [0,∞] is admissible for Γ if for
every locally rectifiable curve γ ∈ Γ,

(2.5)

∫
γ

ρ ds ≥ 1.

The p-modulus of Γ, p ≥ 1, is defined as

Modp(Γ) = inf

{∫
X

ρp dμ : ρ is admissible for Γ

}
.

Observe that

(2.6) Modp(∅) = 0,

(2.7) Modp(Γ1) ≤ Modp(Γ2), if Γ1 ⊂ Γ2,

and

(2.8) Modp

( ∞⋃
i=1

Γi

)
≤

∞∑
i=1

Modp(Γi).

Moreover, if Γ0 and Γ are two curve families such that each curve γ ∈ Γ has a
subcurve γ0 ∈ Γ0, then

(2.9) Modp(Γ) ≤ Modp(Γ0).

We say in such a situation that Γ majorizes Γ0.

2.3. Sobolev spaces based on upper gradients. Let X = (X, d, μ) be a metric
measure space and Z = (Z, dZ) a metric space.

Definition 2.3. A Borel function g : X → [0,∞] is called an upper gradient for a
map f : X → Z if for every rectifiable curve γ : [a, b] → X, we have the inequality

(2.10)

∫
γ

g ds ≥ dZ(f(γ(b)), f(γ(a))).

If inequality (2.10) merely holds for p-almost every compact curve, then g is called
a p-weak upper gradient for f . When the exponent p is clear, we omit it.

The concept of upper gradient was introduced in [12]. It was initially called “very
weak gradient”, but the befitting term “upper gradient” was soon suggested. Func-
tions with p-integrable p-weak upper gradients were subsequently studied in [26],
while the theory of Sobolev spaces based on upper gradient was systematically
developed in [37] and [4].

By [15, Lemma 5.2.3], f has a p-weak upper gradient in Lp
loc(X) if and only if it

has an actual upper gradient in Lp
loc(X).

A p-weak upper gradient g of f is minimal if for every p-weak upper gradient
g̃ of f , g̃ ≥ g μ-almost everywhere. If f has an upper gradient in Lp

loc(X), then f
has a unique (up to sets of μ-measure zero) minimal p-weak upper gradient by the
following result from [15, Theorem 5.3.23]. In this situation, we denote the minimal
upper gradient by gf .

Proposition 2.4. The collection of all p-integrable p-weak upper gradients of a
map u : X → Z is a closed convex lattice inside Lp(X) and, if nonempty, contains
a unique element of smallest Lp-norm. In particular, if a map has a p-integrable
p-weak upper gradient, then it has a minimal p-weak upper gradient.
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In view of the above result, the minimal p-weak upper gradient ρu should be
thought of as a substitute for |∇u|, or the length of a gradient, for functions defined
in metric measure spaces.

Let Ñ1,p(X,Z) denote the collection of all maps u ∈ Lp(X,Z) that have an
upper gradient in Lp(X). We equip it with seminorm

(2.11) ‖u‖Ñ1,p(X,Z) = ‖u‖Lp(X,Z) + ‖gu‖Lp(X),

where gu is the minimal p-weak upper gradient of u guaranteed by Proposition 2.4.
We obtain a normed space N1,p(X,Z) by passing to equivalence classes of func-

tions in Ñ1,p(X,Z), where u1 ∼ u2 if and only if ‖u1 − u2‖Ñ1,p(X,Z) = 0. Thus

(2.12) N1,p(X,Z) := Ñ1,p(X,Z)/{u ∈ Ñ1,p(X,Z) : ‖u‖Ñ1,p(X,Z) = 0}.

Let Ñ1,p
loc (X,Z) be the vector space of functions u : X → Z with the property

that every point x ∈ X has a neighborhood Ux in X such that u ∈ Ñ1,p(Ux, Z).

Two functions u1 and u2 in Ñ1,p
loc (X,Z) are said to be equivalent if every point

x ∈ X has a neighborhood Ux in X such that the restrictions u1|Ux
and u2|Ux

determine the same element in Ñ1,p(Ux, Z). The local Sobolev space N1,p
loc (X,Z) is

the vector space of equivalent classes of functions in Ñ1,p
loc (X,Z) under the preceding

equivalence relation.
With the notion of upper gradient, we are now ready to define the p-capacity of

a general condenser in a metric measure space (X, d, μ).
Suppose E and F are closed subsets of an open set Ω in X. The triple (E,F,Ω)

is called a condenser and its p-capacity for 1 ≤ p < ∞ is defined as

Capp(E,F,Ω) = inf

∫
Ω

gpdμ,(2.13)

where the infimum is taken over all p-weak upper gradients of all functions u in
Ω such that u|E ≥ 1 and u|F ≤ 0. Such a function u is called admissible for the
condenser (E,F, U).

Note that in the definition of p-capacity, we do not require any regularity of
admissible functions. However, the existence of Lp-weak upper gradients in practice
imposes restrictions. In particular, for a proper doubling metric measure space
supporting a Poincaré inequality (in the sense of the next section), one can use
locally Lipschitz continuous function as admissible functions for capacity; see [13,
Proposition 2.4] or [12, Proposition 2.17]. Moreover, the following equation holds:

Capp(E,F,Ω) = Modp(E,F,Ω).

2.4. Poincaré inequalities and consequences.

Definition 2.5. We say that a metric measure space (X, d, μ) admits a (1, p)-
Poincaré inequality if there exist constants C ≥ 1 and τ ≥ 1 such that

(2.14) −
∫
B

|u− uB|dμ ≤ C diam(B)
(
−
∫
τB

gpdμ
)1/p

for all open balls B in X, for every function u : X → R that is integrable on balls
and for every upper gradient g of u in X.

For a complete doubling metric measure space X = (X, d, μ) supporting a (1, p)-
Poincaré inequality, there are many important consequences. For example, one has
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the important Sobolev embedding as in the Euclidean case. We need the following
fact from [15, Theorem 7.3.2]; see also [8].

Lemma 2.6. A complete and doubling metric measure space that supports a Poincaré
inequality is quasiconvex.

Recall that a metric space Z = (Z, dZ) is said to be C-quasiconvex or simply
quasiconvex, C ≥ 1, if each pair of points can be joined by a rectifiable curve in Z
such that

(2.15) l(γ) ≤ CdZ(x, y).

Note that for a doubling metric space, completeness is equivalent to properness
(cf. [2, Proposition 3.1]).

Recall that a metric space X is said to be θ-linearly locally connected (θ-LLC)
if there exists θ ≥ 1 such that for x ∈ X and 0 < r ≤ diam(X):

(i) every two points a, b ∈ B(x, r) can be joined in B(x, θr), and
(ii) every two points a, b ∈ X\B(x, r) can be joined in X\B(x, θ−1r).
Here, by joining a and b in B we mean that there exists a path γ : [0, 1] → B

with γ(0) = a, γ(1) = b.

Remark 2.7. Note that in the above definition, instead of a continuum, we choose
to use a curve to join two points. This is in a prior stronger assumption. However,
by [19, Theorem 3-17] a connected, locally connected, complete metric space is
arcwise connected. Hence for such spaces, joining by continuum and joining by
curve (or arc) are equivalent.

Based on Remark 2.7, throughout the paper, we assume that all the metric
spaces in question are connected and locally connected.

The following result was proved in [12, Corollary 5.8], where the quasiconvexity
condition is provided by Lemma 2.6.

Proposition 2.8. Let (X, d, μ) be a complete Ahlfors n-regular metric measure
space that supports a (1, n)-Poincaré inequality. Then X is θ-linearly locally con-
nected with θ depending only on the data associated with X.

Definition 2.9. Let (X, d, μ) be a metric measure space. We say that X has
n-Loewner property if there is a function φ : (0,∞) → (0,∞) such that

Modn(Γ(E,F,X)) ≥ φ(ζ(E,F ))

for every nondegenerate compact connected sets E,F ⊂ X, where

ζ(E,F ) =
dist(E,F )

min{diamE, diamF} .

By [12, Theorem 3.6], if X is Ahlfors n-regular, and n-Loewner, then

(2.16) Modn(Γ(E,F,X)) ≥ C
(
log ζ(E,F )

)1−n

when ζ(E,F ) is large enough with C depends only on the data of X. By [12, Corol-
lary 5.13], a complete (or equivalently proper) Ahlfors n-regular metric measure
space that supports a (1, n)-Poincaré inequality is n-Loewner.
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3. Mappings of finite distortion

In this section, we define mappings of finite distortion between certain metric
measure spaces. The metric measure spaces (X, dX , μ) and (Y, dY , ν) in this paper,
unless specialized, are always assumed to be proper, Ahlfors n-regular, and support
a (1, 1)-Poincaré inequality. We will always use the symbol Ω to denote a domain
in X and in most situations drop the subscripts in the metrics dX and dY when the
context is clear. Without loss of generality, we only consider the case μ = ν = H n

in most situations.
Recall that a mapping f : X → Y between topological spaces is discrete if each

fiber is a discrete set in X, i.e. for all y ∈ Y , f−1(y) is a discrete set in X, and is
open if it maps an open set in X onto an open set in Y . For a mapping f : X → Y
and a subset A ⊂ X, we will use the notation

N(y, f, A) = #{f−1(y) ∩A}(3.1)

for the multiplicity function of f . We also write N(f,A) := supy∈Y N(y, f, A). A
mapping f : X → Y is said to have locally bounded multiplicity if every point x ∈ X
has a neighborhood U ⊂ X such that N(f, U) < ∞, and has bounded multiplicity
if N(f,X) < ∞.

Let f : X → Y be a continuous, discrete and open mapping of locally bounded
multiplicity between two locally compact metric measure spaces. We define a locally
finite Borel regular outer measure (so-called pull-back measure) as

(3.2) f∗H n(A) =

∫
Y

N(y, f, A)dH n(y).

The metric “Jacobian” above is given by

(3.3) Jf (x) =
d(f∗H n)(x)

dH n(x)
.

Definition 3.1. A continuous mapping f : Ω → Y is called a mapping of finite
distortion if f is either constant or

• f is discrete, open, and of locally bounded multiplicity;
• f ∈ N1,n

loc (Ω, Y );
• there is a measurable function K = K(x) ≥ 1, finite almost everywhere,
such that f satisfies the distortion inequality

(3.4) gf (x)
n ≤ K(x)Jf (x) a.e. Ω.

If K(·) ∈ L∞(Ω), then we call f K-quasiregular or simply quasiregular.

Next we introduce an useful concept called pseudomonotonicity.

Definition 3.2. A mapping f : Ω → Y is said to be T -pseudomonotone or simply
pseudomonotone if there exists a constant T ≥ 1 such that

(3.5) diam f(B(x, r)) ≤ T diam f(S(x, r))

for every B(x, r) ⊂⊂ Ω. If T happens to be 1, then f is called monotone.

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that f : Ω → Y is continuous and open. Then for every
x ∈ Ω, there exists a radius R = R(x) > 0 such that f |B(x,R) is T -pseudomonotone,
where T ≥ 1 only depends on the data.
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Proof. By Proposition 2.8, we may assume that X and Y are C-linearly locally
connected. Fix x ∈ Ω. Since f is open, it is nonconstant. Thus, by the con-
tinuity of f , there exists 0 < R < 1 and p ∈ Ω such that B(x,C2R) ⊂⊂ Ω,

5 diam f(B(x,C2R)) < diam(Y )
C and

(3.6) f(p) ∈ Y \B(f(x), 5 diam f(B(x,R))).

Now fix B = B(y, r) ⊂ B(x,R) and a point ω ∈ ∂f(B). Recall that the openness
of f implies that ∂f(B) ⊂ f(∂B), and thus

diam f(∂B) ≥ diam ∂f(B) =: A.

Then

diam f(B) = sup
u,v∈f(B)

d(u, v) ≤ sup
u,v∈f(B)

(d(u, ω) + d(v, ω)) = 2 sup
v∈f(B)

d(v, ω).

To complete the proof, we show that, given v ∈ f(B), d(v, ω) ≤ CA, where C ≥ 1
does not depend on y or r.

Fix a constant 1 ≤ M ≤ 2 diam f(B)/A such that

(3.7) v /∈ B(ω,MA).

Since ω ∈ ∂f(B) ⊂ f(∂B), there exists a point ω′ ∈ ∂B such that f(ω′) = ω. Thus,
by (3.6) and the LLC-property of X, there exists a path

γ : [0, 1] → (Ω\C−1B) ∪ {ω′}

such that γ(0) = p and γ(1) = ω′. We conclude that there exists a point u ∈ f(|γ|)
such that

(3.8) u ∈ B(ω, 3 diam f(B))\(B(ω,MA) ∪ f(B)).

By (3.7), (3.8), and the LLC-property of Y , there exists a path

α : [0, 1] → Y \B(ω,C−1MA)

such that α(0) = v ∈ f(B) and α(1) = u /∈ f(B). But then M ≤ C, since
otherwise |α| ∩ ∂f(B) = ∅, which contradicts the connectedness of α. We conclude
that v ∈ B(ω,MA) for every M ≥ C, i.e. d(v, ω) ≤ 2C. The proof is complete. �

We end this section by pointing out the following modulus estimate, which is
needed in the proof of [16, Lemma 6.19].

Lemma 3.4. Let X be a proper, Ahlfors n-regular metric measure space supporting
a (1, n)-Poincaré inequality. Suppose that 0 < r < R and that E, F ⊂ B(x,R) ⊂ X
are disjoint compact sets such that

E ∩ S(x, s) �= ∅, F ∩ S(x, s) �= ∅

for every s ∈ (r, R). Then there is a constant C0 that depends on the data of X
such that R ≥ C0r implies

(3.9) Modn(Γ) ≥ C−1
0 log

R

r
,

where Γ is the family of curves in B(x,R) joining E and F .
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Proof. As pointed out earlier, by [13, Proposition 2.4] or [12, Proposition 2.17],
one can use locally Lipschitz functions (in particular N1,n(B(x,R))-function) as
admissible functions for the capacity. Let u ∈ N1,n(B(x,R)) be an admissible
function for Γ and gu the minimal n-weak upper gradient of u. Then (u, gu) satisfies
the (1,n)-Poincaré inequality. Moreover, by Proposition 2.8 and Lemma 2.6, we
know that B(x,R) is C-LLC. Hence [8, Corollary 7.3] implies that

(3.10) |u(x)− u(y)| ≤ Cr0

(
−
∫
CB(x,r0)\C−1B(x,r0)

gnudH
n
)1/n

for all x, y ∈ S(x, r0) and r ≤ r0 ≤ R. Thus, if we choose x ∈ E and y ∈ F on
S(x, r0) in (3.10), then we obtain

(3.11)

∫
CB(x,r0)\C−1B(x,r0)

gnudH
n ≥ C0.

Let C0 ≥ C2. Then let Ai be the “annulus” defined by

Ai = B(x, 2iCr)\B(x, 2i−1C−1r), i = 2, . . . , [log
R

Cr
].

Let Γi be the family of curves in Ai joining E and F . Then we obtain

Modn(Γ) ≥
[log R

Cr ]∑
i=2

Modn(Γi) ≥ C0(log
R

Cr
− 2) ≥ C ′ log

R

r

as desired. �

4. Analytic properties of mappings of finite distortion

4.1. Condition N and area formula. In this subsection, we show that a mapping
f : Ω → Y of finite distortion satisfies Condition N , i.e. f maps sets of zero n-
Hausdorff measure to sets of zero n-Hausdorff measure, and that the change of
variable formula holds for f .

We begin with the following proposition, which shows the usefulness of pseu-
domonotonicity. It was proved in greater generality in [14, Theorem 7.2].

Proposition 4.1. If f : Ω → Y is a pseudomonotone map in N1,n
loc (Ω, Y ), then f

satisfies Condition N .

Since Condition N is a local property, we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 4.2. If f : Ω → Y is mapping of finite distortion, then f satisfies
Condition N.

In order to prove (4.1) for mappings of finite distortion, we need the following
properties of mappings in Newtonian spaces from [14, Proposition 4.6].

Lemma 4.3. If f : Ω → Y belongs to N1,p
loc (Ω, Y ) for some 1 ≤ p < ∞, then there

exists a partition

Ω =
( ∞⋃

k=1

Ak

)
∪ E, E, A1, A2, . . . pairwise disjoint,

such that f |Ak
is k-Lipschitz for every k ∈ N and H n(E) = 0. In particular, if f

satisfies Condition N and Ω is n-rectifiable with n ∈ N, then f(Ω) is n-rectifiable.
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Recall that a set E ⊂ X is n-rectifiable if E has a countable union of Lipschitz
images of the subset of Rn plus a set of Hausdorff n-measure zero.

The following well-known change of variable formula (area formula) for Lipschitz
mappings was proved in [28, Theorem 1].

Proposition 4.4. Let f : X → Y be a Lipschitz mapping. Then the area formula

(4.1)

∫
X

u ◦ f(x)Jf (x)dH n(x) =

∫
Y

u(y)N(y, f,X)dH n(y)

holds for each nonnegative measurable function u on Y .

Corollary 4.5. Suppose that f : Ω → Y is map in N1,p
loc (Ω, Y ) satisfying Condition

N. Then (4.1) is valid. Moreover, if Ω is n-rectifiable with n ∈ N, then f(Ω) is also
n-rectifiable. In particular, the results hold for mappings of finite distortion.

Proof. Note that (4.1) holds true for the restrictions f |Ak
given in Lemma 4.3.

Thus H n(E) = H n(f(E)) = 0, by Corollary 4.2 and Lemma 4.3. Therefore, (4.1)
follows by applying the formula for each f |Ak

and summing both sides over k. The
second claim is clear from Corollary 4.2 and Lemma 4.3. �

We end this subsection with the following simple fact.

Proposition 4.6. Suppose that f : Ω → Y is a mapping of finite distortion. Then

Lipf(x) < ∞
for almost every x ∈ Ω, where Lipf is the pointwise (upper) Lipschitz constant
function of f given by

(4.2) Lipf(x) := lim sup
r→0

sup
y∈B(x,r)

d(f(x), f(y))

r
.

Proof. Note that the issue is local and the conclusion is bi-Lipschitz invariant, we
may assume that Y is a subset of a Banach space. Then Lemma 3.3 and the
proof of [14, Theorem 7.2] imply that there is a constant δ > 0 such that for balls
B(x, r) ⊂ Ω with 0 < r < δ we have

(4.3) diam f(B(x, r))n ≤ C

∫
B(x,r)

gnf (y)dH
n(y),

where C is a constant depending only on the data of Ω and Y . The claim follows
immediately from the Lebesgue differentiation theorem. �

4.2. Differentiability of mappings of finite distortion. In this subsection, we
consider differentiability result for mappings of finite distortion. We recall first the
definition of strong measurable differentiable structure of a metric measure space.

Definition 4.7. Let (X, d, μ) be a metric measure space, let C ⊂ LIP(X) be a
vector space of functions, and let {(Xα, ϕα)} be a countable collection of pairs
(Xα, ϕα), called coordinate patches, such that each Xα ⊂ X is measurable with
positive measure, and such that each

ϕα = (ϕ1
α, . . . , ϕ

N
α ) : X → R

N(α)

is a function for some N(α) ∈ N∪{0}, where ϕi
α ∈ C for every 1 ≤ i ≤ N(α). Then

{(Xα, ϕα)} is said to be a strong measurable differentiable structure for (X, d, μ)
with respect to C if the following conditions are true.
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i) The sets Xα are pairwise disjoint and

μ

(
X\

⋃
α

Xα

)
= 0.

ii) There exists a number N ≥ 0 such that N(α) ≤ N for every coordinate
patch (Xα, ϕα).

iii) For every f ∈ C and coordinate patch (Xα, ϕα), there is a unique (up to a
set of measure zero) measurable function dfα : Xα → R

N(α) such that for
μ-almost every x ∈ Xα,

(4.4) lim
y→x,y �=x

|f(y)− f(x)− dfα(x) · (ϕα(y)− ϕα(x))|
d(y, x)

= 0.

The follow well-known result is proved by Cheeger [4].

Proposition 4.8. Let (X, d, μ) be a complete doubling metric measure space sup-
porting a (1, p)-Poincaré inequality for some p ≥ 1. Then (X, d, μ) admits a strong
measurable differentiable structure for Lip(X).

We are now able to define the notion of Cheeger’s differentiability.

Definition 4.9. Let {(Xα, ϕα)} be a strong measurable differentiability structure
on a metric measure space (X, d, μ) and V be a Banach space. Given a measurable
subset S of X, a measurable mapping f : S → V is approximately differentiable at
x ∈ Xα ∩ S with respect to (Xα, ϕα) if there exists a unique (up to set of measure

zero) collection of measurable mappings { ∂f
∂ϕα

n
: Xα ∩ S → V } such that

(4.5) ap lim
y→x

|f(y)− f(x)−
∑N(α)

n=1 (ϕα
n(y)− ϕα

n(x))
∂f
∂ϕα

n
(x)|

d(y, x)
= 0,

i.e. for every ε > 0 the set

(4.6) Ax,ε =
{
y ∈ X :

|f(y)− f(x)−
∑N(α)

n=1 (ϕα
n(y)− ϕα

n(x))
∂f
∂ϕα

n
(x)|

d(y, x)
< ε

}
has x as a density point. If we change the approximate limit in (4.5) to limit,
then f is said to be differentiable at x with respect to (Xα, ϕα). Note that in the
formulation of (4.5), we have used the symbol | · | to represent the Banach norm of
V .

One can easily prove that the approximate differential or differential is well-
defined, in the sense that if there exists a collection of measurable mappings { ∂f

∂ϕα
n
:

Xα → V } satisfying (4.5) then it is unique for almost all points x ∈ Xα; see [6,
Lemma 1.10].

Definition 4.10. A Banach space V is said to have the Radon-Nikodym property
if every Lipschitz map f : R → V is differentiable Lebesgue almost everywhere.

Cheeger and Kleiner [5] proved that if X is a doubling metric measure space that
supports a p-Poincaré inequality for some 1 ≤ p < ∞, and {(Xα, ϕα)} is a strong
measurable differentiable structure onX, then every Lipschitz mapping fromX to a
Banach space with the Radon-Nikodym property is differentiable almost everywhere
in X with respect to the strong measurable structure.
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We next show that the notion of approximately differentiability or differentiabil-
ity does not depend on the choice of the strong measurable differentiable structure
if the target V has the Radon-Nikodym property. The proof is similar to that used
in [6, Lemma 1.13].

Lemma 4.11. Let (X, d, μ) be a metric measure space that admits a strong mea-
surable differentiable structure {(Xα, ϕα)} and V has the Radon-Nikodym property.
If f : X → V is approximately differentiable (or differentiable) μ-a.e. with respect
to {(Xα, ϕα)}, then it is approximately differentiable (or differentiable) μ-a.e. with
respect to any strong differentiable structure defined on X.

Proof. Let {(Xα, ϕα)} and {(Xβ, ϕβ)} be two strong measurable differentiable

structures defined on (X, d, μ). We write { ∂f
∂ϕα

n
} for the approximate differential

of f with respect to {(Xα, ϕα)} at x ∈ Xα.

For fixed x, the Banach-valued map gx(·) =
∑N(α)

n=1
∂f
∂ϕα

n
(x)ϕα

n(·) is a Lipschitz

map from X to V , thus it is approximately differentiable μ-a.e. with respect to
{(Xβ, ϕβ)}. Moreover, the set of points where gx is approximately differentiable
does not depend on the choice of x.

For almost every x ∈ Xβ we can choose α such that x ∈ Xα and x is a point
of approximately differentiability of f with respect to {(Xα, ϕα)}. Thus for μ-a.e.
x ∈ Xβ we have

|f(y)− f(x)−
N(β)∑
n=1

(ϕβ
n(y)− ϕβ

n(x))
∂gx

∂ϕβ
n

(x)|

≤ |f(y)− f(x)−
N(α)∑
n=1

(ϕα
n(y)− ϕα

n(x))
∂f

∂ϕα
n

(x)|

+ |gx(y)− gx(x)−
N(β)∑
n=1

(ϕβ
n(y)− ϕβ

n(x))
∂gx

∂ϕβ
n

(x)|.

It follows easily from the above inequality that x is a point of approximately differen-
tiability of f with respect to {(Xβ, ϕβ)}. Hence we conclude that f is approximately
differentiable μ-a.e. on X with respect to {(Xβ, ϕβ)}. �

Next we generalize the main results of [6] to Banach-valued mappings.

Theorem 4.12. Let (X, d, μ) be a complete doubling metric measure space that
supports a (1, p)-Poincaré inequality for some 1 ≤ p < ∞, and V be a Banach space
with Radon-Nikodym property. Suppose that E ⊂ X is measurable and f : E → V
is measurable. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) f is approximately differentiable μ-a.e. in E with respect to the strong mea-
surable differentiable structure.

(2) For any ε > 0 there is a closed set F ⊂ E such that μ(E\F ) < ε and f |F
is locally Lipschitz.

(3) f induces a Lusin decomposition of E, that is,

(4.7) E =

∞⋃
j=1

Ej ∪ Z,

where Ej are measurable sets, f |Ei
are Lipschitz mappings and Z has mea-

sure zero.
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Proof. The proof is similar to that used in [6, Theorem 2.1]. Let {(Xα, ϕα)} be a
strong measurable differentiable structure defined on (X, d, μ). Let f be approxi-

mately differentiable μ-a.e. in E. Let |Df |α(x) =
∑N(α)

n=1 | ∂f
∂ϕα

n
(x)|. Then |Df |α(·)

is a measurable function defined on X (in prior |Df |α(·) is only defined on Xα, but
one can extend it to be zero in X\Xα). Finally, we let |Df |(x) =

∑
α |Df |α(x).

Clearly, |Df | is also a measurable function defined on X.
“(1)=⇒ (2)”
First, assume that E ⊂ X is bounded and define

D = {x ∈ E : f is approximately differentiable at x}.

We want to show that for any ε > 0 there exists a closed set F = Fε ⊂ D, δ > 0
and L > 0 such that μ(D\F ) < ε and

|f(x)− f(y)| ≤ Ld(x, y)

for each x, y ∈ F such that d(x, y) < δ.
Since μ is a doubling measure, for any r > 0, x, y ∈ X such that d(x, y) ≤ r/2,

(4.8) μ(B(x, r) ∩B(y, r)) ≥ μ(B(x, r/2)) ≥ 2aμ(B(x, r)),

where a = 1
2Cμ

and Cμ is the doubling constant.

For any η > 0 define the following sequence of functions:

ψn
i (x) = μ(B(x, 1/i)\Ax,η) x ∈ D, i ∈ N,

where Ax,η is given by formula (4.6). It is easy to see that for each η > 0 and x ∈ D
one has

φn
i (x) =

ψn
i (x)

μ(B(x, 1/i))
→ 0 as i → ∞.

Next, set η = 1. By Luzin’s and Egoroff’s theorem there exists a closed set
F ⊂ E such that

i: μ(E\F ) = μ(D\F ) < ε,
ii: |Df ||F is continuous, moreover, since X is proper, |Df ||F is bounded in

F , i.e. |Df ||F ≤ C,
iii: φ1

i → 0 uniformly on F .

Choose i0 such that

φ1
i (x) <

a

Cμ
, x ∈ F, i ≥ i0.

Fix x, y ∈ F such that d(x, y) < 1
2i0

. Points x and y may belong to two different
charts, we write x ∈ Xα and y ∈ Xβ . Choose i ≥ i0 such that

1

2(i+ 1)
< d(x, y) ≤ 1

2i
.

For such i we have that i ≥ i0 and

ψ1
i (y) <

a

Cμ
μ(B(y, 1/i)) ≤ a

Cμ
μ(B(x, 2/i)) ≤ aμ(B(x, 1/i)).

Hence

(4.9) ψ1
i (x) < aμ(B(x, 1/i)) and ψ1

i (y) < aμ(B(x, 1/i)).
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Combining (4.8) and (4.9), we deduce that there exists a point z ∈ B(x, 1/i) ∩
B(y, 1/i) which does not belong to either B(x, 1/i)\Ax,1 or B(y, 1/i)\Ay,1. For
such a point z, we have d(x, z) < 1/i, d(y, z) < 1/i,

(4.10)
|f(z)− f(x)−

∑N(α)
n=1 (ϕα

n(z)− ϕα
n(x))

∂f
∂ϕα

n
(x)|

d(z, x)
< 1

and

(4.11)
|f(z)− f(y)−

∑N(β)
n=1 (ϕβ

n(z)− ϕβ
n(y))

∂f

∂ϕβ
n
(y)|

d(z, y)
< 1.

By combining (4.10), (4.11), d(y, z) < 5d(x, y) and d(x, z) < 5d(x, y) we obtain

|f(y)− f(x)| ≤ |f(z)− f(x)−
N(α)∑
n=1

(ϕα
n(z)− ϕα

n(x))
∂f

∂ϕα
n

(x)|

+ |f(z)− f(y)−
N(β)∑
n=1

(ϕβ
n(z)− ϕβ

n(y))
∂f

∂ϕβ
n

(y)|

+ |
N(α)∑
n=1

(ϕα
n(z)− ϕα

n(x))
∂f

∂ϕα
n

(x)|+ |
N(β)∑
n=1

(ϕβ
n(z)− ϕβ

n(y))
∂f

∂ϕβ
n

(y)|

≤ 10(1 + C)d(x, y),

which shows that f |F is locally Lipschitz and finishes the proof of the implication
for the case E ⊂ X bounded.

The corresponding arguments in [6] allow us to proceed to the general case and
thus the claim holds.

“(2)=⇒ (3)”
The same proof as in [6].
“(3)=⇒ (1)”
If decomposition (4.7) holds, then the restriction f |Ei

is Lipschitz for every i.

By [15, Theorem 3.1.25], we can extend f |Ei
to a Lipschitz map f̃i defined on the

whole space X. Then by the results in [5], f̃i is (approximately) differentiable μ-a.e.
with respect to the strong measurable differentiable structure on X. Since every
point of a measurable set Ei is its point of density, f is also approximately differ-
entiable μ-a.e. on Ei with respect to the strong measurable differentiable structure
on X. �

Remark 4.13. It is easily seen from the proof that if E ⊂ X is bounded, then
condition (2) in Theorem 4.12 can be replaced by:

(2’) For any ε > 0 there exists a closed set F ⊂ E and a Lipschitz map g : X → V
such that μ(E\F ) < ε and f |F = g.

The following Stepanov-type theorem is essentially proved in [6, Theorem 2.3] (it
is there stated for R-valued functions, but the proof works for V -valued mappings
as well).

Theorem 4.14. Let (X, d, μ) be a complete doubling metric measure space and V
be a Banach space. A measurable map f : E → V defined on a measurable subset
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E ⊂ X satisfies the condition

ap lim sup
y→x

|f(y)− f(x)|
d(y, x)

< ∞

for a.e. x ∈ E if and only if for any ε > 0 there is a closed set G ⊂ E such that
μ(E\G) < ε and f is locally Lipschitz in G.

The following lemma is a variant of Lemma 3.1.5 in [7].

Lemma 4.15. Let (X, d, μ) be a complete doubling metric measure space that sup-
ports a (1, p)-Poincaré inequality and V be a Banach space. Let C ⊂ B(a, r0) ⊂ X,
and z ∈ C implies that B(z, η) ⊂ B(a, r0) and f |B(z,η) is M -Lipschitz. If a ∈ C,
X\C has density zero at a, and f is approximately differentiable at a with respect to
the strong measurable differentiable structure, then f is differentiable with respect
to the strong measurable differentiable structure.

Proof. Let {(Xα, ϕα)} be the strong differentiable structure on X and a ∈ Xα. Let

{ ∂f
∂ϕα

n
(a)} be the “approximate differential”. We write Ln = ∂f

∂ϕα
n
(a). Fix 0 < ε < 1

and 0 < δ < η such that

W = C ∩
{
z : |f(z)− f(a)−

N(α)∑
n=1

(ϕα
n(z)− ϕα

n(a))Ln| ≤ εd(z, a)
}

and μ(B(a, r)\W ) < εμ(B(a, r)) whenever 0 < r < δ.

For x ∈ B(a, (1− ε′)δ), we set r = d(x,a)
1−ε′ < δ and observe that

B(x, ε′r) ⊂ B(a, r), B(x, ε′r) ∩W �= ∅

if we choose ε′ such that μ(B(x, ε′r)) ≥ εμ(B(a, r)). By the doubling condition of
μ, we may choose ε′ = εc, where c is a positive constant depending only on Cμ.
Choose z ∈ B(x, ε′r) ∩W and it follows that

|f(x)− f(a)−
N(α)∑
n=1

(ϕα
n(x)− ϕα

n(a))Ln|

≤ |f(z)− f(a)−
N(α)∑
n=1

(ϕα
n(z)− ϕα

n(a))Ln|

+ |f(x)− f(z)|+ |
N(α)∑
n=1

(ϕα
n(z)− ϕα

n(x))Ln|

≤ εd(z, a) +Md(x, z) +

N(α)∑
n=1

|Ln|Lipϕα
n · d(z, x)

= d(x, a)o(ε). �

As a corollary of Theorem 4.14 and Lemma 4.15, we formulate the following
Stepanov-type result; see also [41, Theorem 4.1].

Theorem 4.16. Let (X, d, μ) be a complete doubling metric measure space sup-
porting a (1, p)-Poincaré inequality for some p ∈ [1,∞), and let V be a Banach
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space with the Radon-Nikodym property. Then any measurable map f : X → V is
differentiable at almost every point of the set{

x : lim sup
y→x

|f(y)− f(x)|
d(y, x)

< ∞
}

with respect to the strong measurable differentiable structure.

4.3. A general fact about the Jacobian for discrete and open mappings.
Let f : Ω → Y be a discrete, open mapping of locally bounded multiplicity such
that the area formula (4.1) holds.

We point out that the Jacobian Jf (x) can be alternately described by

(4.12) Jf (z) = lim
r→0

H n(f(B(z, r)))

H n(B(z, r))

for a.e. z ∈ Ω.
To see this, let Ωn = {x ∈ Ω : N(f(x), f,Ω) = n} and νn = H n�f(Ωn). Then it

is clear that Ω =
⋃∞

n=1 Ωn. Let z ∈ Ω be a Lebesgue point of f . Without loss of
generality, we may assume z ∈ Ωn. Then

(4.13) lim
r→0

f∗νn(B(z, r))

H n(B(z, r))
= lim

r→0

νn(f(B(z, r)))

H n(B(z, r))

≤ lim
r→0

H n(f(Ωn) ∩ f(B(z, r)))

H n(B(z, r))
≤ lim

r→0

H n(f(B(z, r)))

H n(B(z, r))
.

On the other hand,

H n(f(B(z, r))) ≤ f∗H n(B(z, r)) =

∫
Y

N(y, f, B(z, r))dH n(y)

for each r > 0. Thus

(4.14) lim
r→0

H n(f(B(z, r)))

H n(B(z, r))
≤ lim

r→0

f∗H n(B(z, r))

H n(B(z, r))
= lim

r→0

f∗νn(B(z, r))

H n(B(z, r))
.

Combining (4.13) and (4.14) we obtain that

(4.15) Jf (z) = lim
r→0

H n(f(B(z, r)))

H n(B(z, r))

for all Lebesgue points z ∈ Ω.

Remark 4.17. The different descriptions of the Jacobian were first pointed out by
Williams [44]. The first description implies that the validity of area formula (in some
sense) does not depend on the differentiable structure of the space. Meanwhile, the
second description reveals that the validity of the analytic description (4.12) is
independent of the size of the branch set Bf .

4.4. Condition N−1 and positiveness of the Jacobian. In this subsection,
we show that Jf (x) is positive for H n-a.e. x ∈ Ω. The idea of the proof comes
from [27]. In the following proposition, n′ = n

n−1 is the conjugate exponent of n.

Proposition 4.18. Let f : Ω → Y be a nonconstant mapping of finite distortion

and K(·) ∈ Ln′−1
loc (Ω). Then Jf (x) > 0 for H n-a.e. x ∈ Ω. Moreover, f satisfies

Condition N−1, i.e. for any set E ⊂ Ω we have

H n(f(E)) = 0 ⇒ H n(E) = 0.

We need the following lemma to prove Proposition 4.18.
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Lemma 4.19. There is a constant τ = τ (n) with the following property: For each
atomless probability Borel measure μ on Y there is a point y ∈ Y and a radius
R > 0 such that

μ(B(y, 2R)) ≥ τ and μ(Y \B(y, 3R)) ≥ τ.

Proof. Since Y is Ahlfors n-regular, there is a constant L depending only on n such
that any ball with radius 3r can be covered by L balls with radius r; see [35, Lemma
B.4]. Set

τ =
1

L+ 1
.

Let

ρ = inf{r > 0 : there exists a point y in Y such that μ(B(y, r)) ≥ τ}.
Since μ does not have atoms and μ(Y ) < ∞, it easily follows that ρ > 0. We find
a point y ∈ Y and a radius R > 0 such that

μ(B(y, 2R)) ≥ τ and R < ρ < 2R.

Consider a collection B1, . . . , BL of balls with radii R such that they cover B(y, 3R).
Since R < ρ, we have

μ(Bi) ≤ τ, i = 1, . . . , L

and thus

μ(B(y, 3R)) ≤
L∑

i=1

μ(Bi) ≤ Lτ,

which implies, since μ(Y ) = 1,

μ(Y \B(y, 3R)) ≥ 1− Lτ = τ. �

Proof of Proposition 4.18. Since the issue is local, we may assume that f has
bounded multiplicity in Ω, i.e.

N(f,Ω) ≤ N,

for some positive constants N . We divide the proof into four steps.

Step 1. We first prove an auxiliary estimate. Let E ⊂ Ω be measurable. Consider
a Lipschitz function u with compact support in Y . A direct computation gives

(4.16)

∫
E

gu◦fdH
n ≤

∫
E

gu ◦ f · gfdH n ≤
∫
E

gu ◦ fJf (x)1/nK1/ndH n(x)

≤
(∫

E

Kn′−1dH n(x)
)1/n′(∫

E

(gu ◦ f)nJf (x)dH n(x)
)1/n

≤
(∫

E

Kn′−1dH n(x)
)1/n′(

N

∫
Y

gnudH
n
)1/n

.

Step 2. We claim that

(4.17) y0 ∈ Y ⇒ H n(f−1({y0})) = 0.

For this, consider an arbitrary ball B ⊂⊂ Ω and y0 ∈ Y . Suppose that f differs
from y0 on a set of positive measures in B. Then there is R > 0 such that

(4.18) κ := H n(B\f−1(B(y0, R))) > 0.
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Since singletons have zero n-capacity, given ε > 0 there is a Lipschitz function u
on Y such that

(4.19) spt u ∈ B(y0, R), u(y0) = 1 and

∫
Y

gnu(x)dH
n(x) < εn.

Then

(4.20) min
{
κ,H n(B ∩ f−1(y0))

}
≤ C diam(B)

∫
B

gu◦fdH
n.

For this we used the well-known trick

(4.21)
1

2
min

{
H n(B ∩ {v ≤ 0}),H n(B ∩ {v ≥ 1})

}
≤ inf

c∈R

∫
B

|v − c|dH n ≤ C diam(B)

∫
B

gvdH
n,

based on the Poincaré inequality. By (4.16), (4.19) and (4.20) we have

min
{
κ,H n(B ∩ f−1(y0))

}
≤ C diam(B)

(∫
Y

gnudH
n
)1/n(∫

B

Kn′−1dH n
)1/n′

≤ C diam(B)ε
(∫

B

Kn′−1dH n
)1/n′

.

Letting ε → 0 and using (4.18) we obtain that H n(B ∩ f−1(y0)) = 0 whenever f
differs from y0 on a set of positive measure in B. Hence (4.17) follows by taking
the connectedness of Ω and the assumption that f is not constant into account.

Step 3. Now we prove that Jf (x) > 0 for H n-a.e. x ∈ Ω. Denote by Z the zero
set of the Jacobian. Fix a ball B(x0, r) ⊂ Ω. Consider the Borel measure defined
by

μ(A) =
H n(B(x0, r) ∩ f−1(A))

H n(B(x0, r))
, A ⊂ Y.

By (4.17), μ does not have atoms. Using Lemma 4.19 we find a point y ∈ Y and a
radius R > 0 such that

(4.22) μ(B(y, 2R)) ≥ τ and μ(Y \B(y, 3R)) ≥ τ.

Choose a locally Lipschitz function u on Y such that

(4.23) spt u ∈ B(y, 3R), u = 1 in B(y, 2R) and

∫
Y

gnu(x)dH
n(x) < C(n).

Set

v = u ◦ f.
Then by (4.22) and (4.23),

(4.24)
H n(B(x0, r) ∩ {v = 1})

H n(B(x0, r))

≥ H n(B(x0, r) ∩ f−1(B(y, 2R))

H n(B(x0, r))
= μ(B(y, 2R)) ≥ τ,
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and

(4.25)
H n(B(x0, r) ∩ {v = 0})

H n(B(x0, r))

≥ H n(B(x0, r)\f−1(B(y, 3R))

H n(B(x0, r))
= μ(Y \B(y, 3R)) ≥ τ.

By the Poincaré inequality (4.21) we have

(4.26) 1 ≤ C

H n(B(x0, r))
inf
c∈R

∫
B(x0,r)

|v − c|dH n

≤ C diam(B(x0, r))

H n(B(x0, r))

∫
B(x0,r)

gvdH
n =

C diam(B(x0, r))

H n(B(x0, r))

∫
B(x0,r)

gu◦fdH
n.

Since f is a mapping of finite distortion, we have gf = 0 and thus gu◦f = 0,H n-a.e.
on Z. Hence by (4.26), (4.16) and (4.23),

1 ≤ C diam(B(x0, r))

H n(B(x0, r))

∫
B(x0,r)\Z

gu◦fdH
n

≤ C
(
diam(B(x0, r))

−n

∫
B(x0,r)\Z

Kn′−1dH n
)1/n′

.

If x0 is a Lebesgue point for g := Kn′−1χΩ\Z , where χΩ\Z is the characteristic
function of Ω\Z, it follows that g(x0) > 0. This means that the set Z does not
contain any Lebesgue points for g, and hence it must be of measure zero. Thus
Jf > 0 H n-a.e. in Ω.

Step 4. We prove that f satisfies Condition N−1, i.e. H n(f(E)) = 0 implies
H n(E) = 0. Given E ⊂ Ω with H n(f(E)) = 0, we find a Borel measurable set
A ⊂ Y of measure zero which contains f(E). Then E is contained in the measurable
set E′ = f−1(A). Let h be the characteristic function of A. By the area formula
we have∫

E′
Jf (x)dH

n(x) =

∫
Ω

h(f(x))Jf(x)dH
n(x) ≤ N

∫
Y

h(y)dH n(y) = 0.

Since Jf > 0 H n-a.e. in Ω, it follows that H n(E) = 0. �

Remark 4.20. In the proof of Proposition 4.18, we have implicitly used the following
fact: Let (f, gf ) be a function- minimal p-weak upper gradient pair and u a Lipschitz
function. Then (u ◦ f, gu ◦ f · gf ) is a function p-weak upper gradient pair, which
can be found in [15].

5. Generalized manifold

From now on, all spaces are assumed to be proper (and hence locally compact),
Hausdorff, connected and locally connected. H∗

c (X) denotes the Alexander-Spanier
cohomology groups of a space X with compact supports and coefficients in Z. From
now on, n ∈ N will be a positive integer.

Definition 5.1. A space X is called an n-dimensional, n ≥ 2, cohomology manifold
(over Z), or a cohomology n-manifold if

(a) the cohomological dimension dimZ X is at most n, and
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(b) the local cohomology groups of X are equivalent to Z in degree n and to
zero in degree n− 1.

Condition (a) means that Hp
c (U) = 0 for all open U ⊂ X and p ≥ n + 1.

Condition (b) means that for each point x ∈ X, and for each open neighborhood
U of x, there is another open neighborhood V of x contained in U such that

Hp
c (V ) =

{
Z if p = n,

0 if p = n− 1,

and the standard homomorphism

(5.1) Hn
c (W ) → Hn

c (V )

is a surjection whenever W is an open neighborhood of x contained in V . As for
examples of cohomology n-manifolds, we point out all topological n-manifolds are
cohomology n-manifolds. More examples can be found in [16].

Definition 5.2. A space X is called a generalized n-manifold, n ≥ 2, if it is a
finite-dimensional cohomology n-manifold.

If a generalized n-manifold X satisfies Hn
c (X) � Z, then X is said to be ori-

entable and a choice of a generator gX inHn
c (X) is called an orientation; X together

with gX is an oriented generalized n-manifold. If X is oriented, we can simulta-
neously choose an orientation gU for all connected open subsets U of X via the
isomorphisms

Hn
c (U) → Hn

c (U).

Let X and Y be oriented generalized n-manifolds, Ω ⊂ X be an oriented domain
and let f : Ω → Y be continuous. For each domainD ⊂⊂ Ω and for each component
V of Y \f(∂D), the map

f |f−1(V )∩D : f−1(V ) ∩D → V

is proper. Hence we have a sequence of maps

(5.2) Hn
c (V ) → Hn

c (f
−1(V ) ∩D) → Hn

c (D),

where the first map is induced by f and the second map is the standard homomor-
phism. The composition of these two maps sends the generator gV to an integer
multiple of the generator gD; this integer, denoted by μ(y, f,D), is called the local
degree of f at a point y ∈ V with respect to D. The local degree is an integer-valued
locally constant function

y �→ μ(y, f,D)

defined in Y \f(∂D). If V ∩ f(D) = ∅, then μ(y, f,D) = 0 for all y ∈ V .
From now on, we make the convention that whenever we write f : Ω → Y is a

continuous mapping between two generalized n-manifolds, it means that X and Y
are two generalized n-manifolds and Ω ⊂ X is an oriented domain.

Definition 5.3. A continuous map f : Ω → Y between two oriented generalized
n-manifolds is said to be sense-preserving if

μ(y, f,D) > 0

whenever D ⊂⊂ Ω is a domain and y ∈ f(D)\f(∂D).

The following properties of the local degree can be found in [16].
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Proposition 5.4 (Basic properties of the local degree). (a) If f, g : Ω → Y are
homotopic through proper maps ht, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, such that y ∈ Y \ht(∂D) for all t,
then

μ(y, f,D) = μ(y, g,D).

(b) If y ∈ Y \ht(∂D) and if f−1(y) ⊂ D1 ∪ · · · ∪ Dp, where Di are all disjoint
domains and contained in D such that y ∈ Y \f(∂Di), then

μ(y, f,D) =

p∑
i=1

μ(y, f,Di).

(c) If f : D → f(D) is a homeomorphism, then μ(y, f,D) = ±1 for each y ∈
f(D). In particular, if f is a local homeomorphism, there is for each x ∈ X a
connected neighborhood D such that μ(f(x), f,D) = ±1. More generally, if f is
discrete and open and x ∈ X, then there is a relatively compact neighborhood D
of x such that {f−1(f(x))} ∩ D = {x}; the number μ(f(x), f,D) =: i(x, f) is
independent of D and called the local index of f at x.

(d) If f is open, discrete, and sense-preserving, then for each x ∈ X there is a
connected neighborhood D as above such that f(∂D) = ∂f(D); D is called a normal
neighborhood of x, and

(5.3) i(x, f) = max
y∈f(D)

card{f−1(y) ∩D}.

If D is any domain such that f(∂D) = ∂f(D), then D is called a normal domain.

Definition 5.5. Let f : Ω → Y be a continuous mapping between oriented gen-
eralized n-manifolds. We say that f is a branched cover if f is both discrete and
open.

The branch set Bf of f : Ω → Y is the closed set of points in Ω where f does not
define a local homeomorphism. It was proved by Väisälä in [40] that for a branched
cover f : Ω → Y the branch set Bf has topological dimension at most n − 2. It
follows that Ω\Bf is connected if f : Ω → Y is a branched cover; see [3, I, Cor 4.7].

For a branched cover f : Ω → Y between two oriented generalized n-manifolds,
it is either sense-preserving or sense-reversing. The latter means that μ(y, f,D) < 0
for each domain D ⊂⊂ Ω and all y ∈ f(D)\f(∂D); see [39, Sec. 5.2].

6. Spaces of type A

As in [16], we isolate a class of generalized manifolds whose Lipschitz analysis is
similar to that on Riemannian manifolds.

Definition 6.1. Let X be a metric space, and let n ≥ 2 be an integer. Consider
the following properties that X may or may not possess:

(A1) X is n-rectifiable and has locally finite H n-measure;
(A2) X is Ahlfors n-regular;
(A3) X is locally bi-Lipschitz embeddable in Euclidean space;
(A4) X is locally linearly contractible.

We call X a space of type A1, A2, . . . , A12, if it satisfies axioms (A1), (A2),. . . ,
A(1) and (A2), . . . If X satisfies all four axioms (A1)–(A4), then we simply call X
of type A. Note that the dimension n is fixed in the terminology.

As already mentioned before, condition (A1) means that X is a countable union
of Lipschitz images of subset of Rn plus a set of Hausdorff n-measure zero.
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Condition (A2) means that there exists a constant C > 0 such that the Hausdorff
n-measure in X satisfies

(6.1)
1

C
rn ≤ H n(B(x, r)) ≤ Crn

for all x ∈ X and 0 < r ≤ diam(X).
In the definition of (A3), the receiving Euclidean space is allowed to depend on

the local embedding.
The last condition (A4) means that there exists a constant C > 0 such that

every ball B(x, r) in X with 0 < r ≤ diam(X)
C is contractible in B(x,Cr).

We point out, for example, that every Riemannian manifold is a space of type A
and every Lipschitz n-manifold admits metrics that make the manifold into a space
of type A. In particular, by Sullivan’s theorem [38], every topological n-manifold,
n �= 4, admit type A metrics. However, spaces of type A need not be manifolds;
see [36].

Remark 6.2. For a homology n-manifold X, the assumption X is n-rectifiable in
(A1) is indeed implied by condition (A2), (A3) and (A4). In fact, by the work
of Semmes [35], X admits a (1, 1)-Poincaré inequality. Then it follows from [4,
Theorem 14.2] that X is n-rectifiable; see also [11, Proposition 2.1].

As pointed out by Heinonen and Rickmann [16], spaces of type A will allow for
differential calculus akin to that in Euclidean spaces. This follows from the work of
Semmes [35] which shows that (locally) a space of type A admits a (1,1)-Poincaré
type inequality in the sense of Section 2. Properties (A1) and (A2) guarantee that
the usual Lipschitz calculus on rectifiable sets is at our disposal.

Assume that X is an oriented generalized n-manifold, and assume that X is of
type A123. Let U be an open connected neighborhood of a point in X that can
be embedded bi-Lipschitz in some R

N and that U has finite Hausdorff n-measure.
Because of properties (A1) and (A2), the set U has a tangent n-plane TxU at a.e.
point x ∈ U . The collection of these planes is called a measurable tangent bundle
of U , and it is denoted by TU .

Each n-plane TxU , whenever it exists, is an n-dimensional subspace of RN , and
a measurable choice of orientations ξ = (ξx) on each TxU is called an orientation of
the tangent bundle TU . Such orientations always exist. Because X is an oriented
generalized n-manifold, there is another orientation on U , provided U is connected;
this is a generator gU in the group Hn

c (U) = Z determined by the fixed orientation
on X.

Fix a point x ∈ U such that TxU exists. Then the projection

πx : RN → TxU + x

satisfies x /∈ πx(∂D) whenever D is a sufficiently small open connected neighbor-
hood of x in U . To see it, consider the set

(6.2) Λ =
{
y ∈ R

N : dist(y − x, TxU) > ε|y − x|
}
.

We claim for sufficiently small open connected neighborhood D of x, it must hold
that Λ∩D = ∅ for each ε > 0. If not, the n-regularity condition (A2) implies that U
has positive n-density along the set Λ, contradicting the definition for approximate
tangent planes; see [7, Theorem 3.2.19]. Moreover, one can easily show that for any
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ε > 0,

(6.3)
|x− x0|

2
≤ πx0

(x− x0) ≤ ε|x− x0|

whenever |x − x0| is small enough; see [7, Section 3.2.16]. Thus, if V is the x-
component of (TxU + x)\πx(∂D), we have

(6.4) Hn
c (TxU) ← Hn

c (V )
π∗
x→ Hn

c (π
−1
x (V ) ∩D) → Hn

c (D) → Hn
c (U),

where the unnamed arrows represent a canonical isomorphism. If the orientations
ξU and gU correspond to each other under the map in (6.4), we say that TxU and
U are coherently oriented at x by ξx and gU ; if a measurable coherent orientation
ξ = (ξx) is chosen at almost every point, we say that TU is metrically oriented by
ξ and gU .

Proposition 6.3 ([17], Exam.3.10). Every generalized n-manifold of type A can
be (locally) metrically oriented.

7. Size of the branch set

From now on, mappings of finite distortion are assumed to be sense-preserving.
The fact that both Bf and f(Bf ) has measure zero is of great importance in the
theory of mappings of finite distortion in Euclidean space. In this subsection, we
show that, under suitable integrability condition for the distortion function for the
map f , both Bf and f(Bf ) has zero n-Hausdorff measure for a mapping f of finite
distortion between generalized n-manifolds of type A.

Before we get to the statement of the main result of this section, let us recall
that a mapping f of an n-rectifiable subset Ω of R

N into R
M is approximately

differentiable at x0 ∈ Ω if x0 has a neighborhood in Ω of finite H n-measure and if
there exists y0 ∈ R

M and a linear map T : RN → R
M such that

lim
r→0

H n({x : |x− x0| < r and |f(x)− y0 − T (x− x0)| ≥ ε|x− x0|})r−n = 0

for each ε > 0. Equivalently, if there exist a neighborhood U of x0 in R
N and a

mapping g : U → R
M , which is differentiable at a, such that

lim sup
r→0

H n({x : f(x) �= g(x)} ∩B(x0, r))

rn
= 0.

If a tangent n-plane Tx0
Ω exists at x0, the restriction of T to Tx0

Ω is the approx-
imate differential of f at x0, and it is denoted by ap-Df(x0). The approximately
differential ap-Df(x0) is unique; see [16, Section 6.5] or [24, Remark 2.13].

Theorem 7.1. Let f : Ω → Y be a mapping of finite distortion with K(·) ∈
Ln′−1
loc (Ω). Then it holds that H n(Bf ) = H n(f(Bf )) = 0.

Proof. Since f satisfies condition N , it suffices to show that H n(Bf ) = 0. Because
the issue is local, and the conclusion is bi-Lipschitz invariant, we may assume that Ω
and Y are metrically oriented subsets of some Euclidean space. In this framework,
the claim follows from Proposition 7.2 and Proposition 7.3 below. �

Proposition 7.2. Let Ω and Y be metrically oriented subsets of some Euclidean
spaces and f : Ω → Y a mapping of finite distortion. Then for H n-a.e. x0 ∈ Ω,
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there exists a linear map T : RN → R
M such that

(7.1) lim
x→x0,x∈Ω

|f(x)− f(x0)− T (x− x0)|
|x− x0|

= 0.

Proof. We first note that f is approximately differentiable H n-a.e. To see it, let

Ω =
(⋃∞

k=1 Ak

)
∪E be as in Lemma 4.3. Then f |Ak

is k-Lipschitz. By [7, Theorem

3.2.19], f |Ak
is approximately differentiable at H n-almost every point in Ek. Since

every point in Ak is a point of H n density, we conclude that f is approximately
differentiable H n-a.e. in Ω. Note also that if the approximately differentiable point
is such that the tangent n-plane Tx0

Ω exists, then the restriction of T to Tx0
Ω is

unique (by the Ahlfors n-regularity). On the other hand, Theorem 8.1 in [1] implies
that (Ω,x) is a strong measurable differentiable structure on (Ω, | · |,H n), where
x : Ω → R

N is defined by x(x) = x. Theorem 4.16 and Proposition 4.6 then allow
us to complete the proof. �

If (7.1) holds at x0 ∈ Ω and the tangent n-plane Tx0
Ω exists, we denote by

Df(x0) the restriction of T to Tx0
Ω and call it a differentiable point of f . In this

sense, Proposition 7.2 implies that f is a differentiable at H n-a.e. points in Ω.
Next assume that Ω and Y are two metrically oriented generalized n-manifolds

of type A lying in some Euclidean space. Denote the respective orientations by
(ξ, gΩ) and (η, gY ). Let OTΩ be the set of all points in Ω such that TxΩ exists,
that TxΩ and Ω are coherently oriented by ξx and gΩ, and that Ω has Hausdorff
n-measure density 1 at x; see [7, Theorem 3.2.22]. The set OTΩ has full measure
in Ω. We denote OTY similarly.

If f : Ω → Y is as in Theorem 7.1, it follows from Proposition 4.18 and Corol-
lary 4.2 that the sets f−1(OTY ) ∩ OTΩ and f(OTΩ) ∩ OTY have full measure in
Ω and f(Ω), respectively. We also denote by Pf the set of points in Ω where the
Jacobian is positive. It follows from Proposition 4.18 that Pf have full measure in
Ω.

Proposition 7.3. Let f : Ω → Y be as in Theorem 7.1, with an additional as-
sumption that Ω and Y are metrically oriented subsets of some Euclidean space.
Then f cannot be differentiable at any point in Bf ∩ f−1(OTY ) ∩OTΩ ∩ Pf .

Proof. Let x0 ∈ f−1(OTY ) ∩ OTΩ ∩ Pf be a point where f is differentiable and
Jf (x0) > 0. Then the differential Df(x0) cannot be degenerate; that is, it has
to map the tangent plane Tx0

Ω onto the tangent plane Ty0
Y , where f(x0) = y0;

see [7, Theorem 3.2.22].
Moreover, we claim that for a sufficiently small neighborhood D := B(x0, r) of

x0 in Ω, the maps Df(x0) ◦πx0
and πy0

◦ f are homotopic as maps D → Ty0
Y + y0

and y0 has a positive distance away from the image of ∂D under the homotopy,
where π∗ denotes the projection map, and Df(x0) is the affine map between the
planes Tx0

Ω+ x0 and Ty0
Y + y0 determined by the differential Df(x0). In fact, we

may use the straight-line homotopy, i.e. Ht(x) = (1−t)Df(x0)◦πx0
(x)+tπy0

◦f(x).
Now we only need to show that y0 /∈ Ht(∂D) for all t ∈ [0, 1]. To this end, set

λ = inf
|x|=1

|Df(x0)x|.

Since Jf (x0) > 0, λ > 0, it follows that

(7.2) |Df(x0)πx0
(x− x0)| ≥

λ

2
|πx0

(x− x0)| ≥
λ

4
|x− x0|,
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when |x− x0| are small enough. Then for any x ∈ ∂D,

|Ht(x)− y0| = |(1− t)Df(x0) ◦ πx0
(x) + tπy0

◦ f(x)− y0|
≥ |Df(x0) ◦ πx0

(x)− y0| − t|πy0
◦ f(x)−Df(x0) ◦ πx0

(x)|
= |Df(x0) ◦ πx0

(x− x0)| − t|πy0
◦ f(x)−Df(x0) ◦ πx0

(x)|

≥ λ

4
|x− x0| − t|πy0

◦ f(x)−Df(x0) ◦ πx0
(x)|.

We next estimate the second term,

|πy0
◦ f(x)−Df(x0) ◦ πx0

(x)| = |πy0
◦ (f(x)− y0)−Df(x0) ◦ πx0

(x− x0)|
≤ |πy0

(f(x)− y0)− (f(x)− y0)|+ |f(x)− f(x0)−Df(x0)(x− x0)|
+ |Df(x0) ◦ πx0

(x− x0)−Df(x0)(x− x0)| := I1 + I2 + I3.

The differentiability of f at x0 implies that

(7.3) I1 ≤ |Df(x0)|o(|x− x0|)

and

(7.4) I2 ≤ |x− x0|o(|x− x0|).

The property of π∗ easily implies

(7.5) I3 ≤ |Df(x0)|o(|x− x0|)

Combining the estimates (7.2) with (7.3), (7.4) and (7.5) gives

(7.6) |Ht(x)− y0| ≥
λ

5
|x− x0|

when |x − x0| is sufficiently small. Thus y0 /∈ Ht(∂D) for all t ∈ [0, 1] if D is
sufficiently small.

By using this and the definition for coherent orientation, it is clear that f must
have local index i(x0, f) = 1 at x0. In particular, f is a local homeomorphism at
x0, and the proposition follows. �

Remark 7.4. i) The assumption that f is sense-preserving in Proposition 7.3 is
crucial; see [16, Remark 6.7(a)].

ii) Theorem 7.1 is sharp in the following sense: for each n ≥ 3 and ε > 0 there
is a quasiregular map f : Rn → R

n such that the Hausdorff dimension of Bf is at
least n− ε; see [16, Remark 6.7(b)].
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